TRAVEL-DIARY
tisement).  On a board in the garden he had painted
Dorothy Frances Blomfield Gurney's notorious lines:
The kiss of the sun for pardon,
The song of the birds for mirth.
One is nearer God's heart in a garden
Than anywhere else on earth.
Running out to meet us came a drilled troop of house-
boys in khaki shorts and white shirts, prettily embroi-
dered with the scarlet characters of their names. Mr.
Charleton's boys were famous, it appeared, in this part
of China. He trained them for three years—as servants,
gardeners, carpenters, or painters—and then placed them,
often in excellent jobs, with consular officials, or foreign
business men. The boys had all learnt a little English.
They could say: 4Good morning, sir,' when you met them,
and commanded a whole repertoire of sentences about tea,
breakfast, the time you wanted to be called, the laundry,
and the price of drinks. When a new boy arrived one of
the third-year boys was appointed as his guardian. The
first year, the boy was paid nothing; the second year, four
dollars a month, the third year, ten. If a boy was stupid
but willing he was taken on to the kitchen staff, and given
a different uniform—black shirt and shorts. All tips were
divided and the profits of the business shared out at the
end of the year.
The boys also learnt boxing, and were allowed to use
the swimming-pool daily, unless one of them had been
responsible for a dirty spoon or fork. They also were taught
to be quiet. Any boy who shouted lost a good conduct
mark. As Mr. Charleton said: 'God has given you a pair
of beautiful legs, and He meant you to use them. If you've
anything to say come up close and say it.' Boys were sum-
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